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Across the Nightingale Floor
The second exciting adventure in The Door Within trilogy awaits! The Rise of the Wyrm Lord revisits favorite characters
from The Door Within and opens with Aidan Thomas in trouble. Separated from his best friend by a thousand miles and
unable to return to The Realm of Glimpses himself, Aidan needs a way to reach Robby with a message from King Eliam, the
one true King. Enter Antoinette Reed, a bright but headstrong young woman who seems like the perfect person to reach
King Eliam. When Aidan discovers that Antoinette has been called to enter The Realm, he solicits her help to find Robby's
Glimpse before it is too late. But when she arrives in the Kingdom of Alleble, Antoinette finds the kingdom is in turmoil.
Alleble's allies are inexplicably beginning to turn away, renouncing former ties with King Eliam. And there are rumors that
the dark Prince of Paragory, sworn enemy of the Kingdom, is seeking an ancient evil power—the Wyrm Lord—to crush the
Alleble once and for all. With over 250,000 copies sold in The Door Within trilogy, this is a perfect time to introduce the
series to a new tween audience The fantasy genre is wildly popular among young readers, and The Rise of the Wyrm Lord is
a heart-pounding second installment that will leave tweens and teens on the edge of their seats. Meets national education
standards.

Warrior
In book two of Donita K. Paul's Realm Walkers Series, Cantor, Bixby, and Dukmee must band together to find the storied
realm walker Chomountain after the devastating attack by the corrupt Realm Walkers Guild. But what they discover while
traveling turns their mission upside down and they must now find a way to restore Chomountain before they and he can
restore the guild once more.
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Green Rider
For years, tales of DRAGONS from another world kidnapping and enslaving humans have been circulating in Jason Masters’
world, while for a slave girl named Koren, the stories of a human world seem pure myth. Together, these two teens will
need to bridge two planets in order to overthrow the draconic threat and bring the lost slaves home. The Dragon Prince Has
Hatched The stakes are raised when the foretold prince is crowned. While Koren and Jason race to the Northlands of
Starlight to find the one person who can help them free the human slaves, Elyssa and Wallace strive to locate Jason and
assist his quest. Soon, all four discover that the secrets of Starlight extend much further than they had imagined.
Meanwhile, Randall and Tibalt have returned to Major Four and find themselves teamed with the dragon Magnar, who has
arrived to help thwart the governor. No one knows how the prophecy will be fulfilled, but one thing is clear: more than ever,
the survival of the dragons depends on humankind, and they will do anything to prevent the slaves from escaping.

Call Down the Hawk, (The Dreamer Trilogy, Book 1)
Magic, danger, and adventure abound for messenger Karigan G'ladheon in author Kristen Britain's New York Timesbestselling Green Rider fantasy series • "First-rate fantasy." —Library Journal Karigan G'ladheon was once a Green Rider,
one of the king of Sacoridia's elite magical messengers. In the messenger service, she was caught up in a world of deadly
danger, and though she defeated the rogue Eletian who cracked the magical D'Yer Wall—which had protected Sacoridia for
a thousand years from the dark influence of Blackveil Forest, and Mornhavon the Black's evil spirit imprisoned within it—she
had nonetheless been tainted by his wild magic. Exhausted in body and spirit, and determined to take control of her own
destiny, Karigan returned to her home in Corsa. But even Karigan's stubborn determination is no match for the Rider's call.
Ghostly hoofbeats echo in the deep regions of her mind. When she awakes to find herself on horseback, halfway to Sacor
City in her nightgown, she finally gives in. Karigan returns to the court, only to find the Green Riders weakened and
diminished. Rider magic has become unreliable, and she herself has ghostly visions of Lil Ambriodhe, First Rider, and
founder of the Green Rider corps. But why is the First Rider appearing to Karigan? And will Karigan be able to seek the help
of a woman who has been dead for a thousand years?

Anne of Green Gables (100th Anniversary Edition)
War threatens the peaceful land of Chiril… can one painter-turned-reluctant-swordsman really help? With an invasion of her
country imminent, Tipper Schope is drawn into a mission to keep three important statues from falling into the enemy’s
clutches. Her friend, the artist Bealomondore, helps her execute the plan, and along the way he learns to brandish a sword
rather than a paintbrush. As odd disappearances and a rash of volatile behavior sweep Chiril, no one is safe. A terrible
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danger has made his vicious presence known: The Grawl, a hunter unlike any creature encountered before. To restore their
country, Tipper, Bealomondore, and their party must hide the statues in the Valley of the Dragons and find a way to defeat
the invading army. When it falls to the artistic Bealomondore to wield his sword as powerfully and naturally as a paintbrush,
will he answer Wulder’s call for a champion?

Dragon Rider
Unforgiveable betrayals, devious motives, and forbidden love collide in the first installment of internationally bestselling
author Sally Green's epic new fantasy series, perfect for Game of Thrones fans. In a land tinged with magic and a bustling
trade in an illicit supernatural substance, destiny will intertwine the fates of five players: A visionary princess determined to
forge her own path. An idealistic solider whose heart is at odds with his duty. A streetwise hunter tracking the most
dangerous prey. A charming thief with a powerful hidden identity. A loyal servant on a quest to avenge his kingdom. Their
lives intersect with a stolen bottle of demon smoke. As war approaches, they must navigate a tangled web of political
intrigue, shifting alliances, and forbidden love in order to uncover the dangerous truth about the strangely powerful smoke
that interwines their fates.

DragonQuest
The Dragon Knight is the second book of Gordon R. Dickson's Dragon Knight series. The novel begins five months after the
battle at Loathly Tower which took place in The Dragon and The George.

The Dragons of Chiril
A Supercomputer Brain In A 15-Year-Old's Body Meet Raven, The Most Dangerous Teenager In The World. London. The 24th
century. The CPS, a secret government agency, is on a mission to seek and destroy the Hex, human mutants with
supercomputer minds. They are young. They look like you or me. They must never be allowed to grow up. But the CPS
hasn't discovered Raven. Soon they will feel her power, know her rage as she and her brother, Wraith, set out to discover
what happened to their long-lost sister, Rachel. Is she dead or alive? Or has she met a fate worse than extinction? There is
only one way to find out. Raven must use her Hex powers to crack the top-secret security of the CPS. Then she must enter
the place that promises certain death.

The Dragon Knight
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Can mysterious matchmaking booksellers bring two lonely hearts together in time for Christmas? In a sleepy, snow-covered
city, Cora Crowder is busy preparing for the holiday season. Searching for a perfect gift, a fortuitous trip to Warner, Werner,
and Wizbotterdad’s (a most unusual bookshop) leads to an unexpected encounter with co-worker Simon Derrick. And the
surprise discovery of a ticket for a truly one-of-a-kind Christmas Ball. Every year, the matchmaking booksellers of the Sage
Street bookshop host an enchanting, old-fashioned Christmas Ball for the romantic matches they’ve decided to bring
together. This year, will Simon and Cora discover a perfect chemistry in their opposite personalities and shared faith? Or will
the matchmakers’ best laid plans end up ruining everything this holiday?

The Smoke Thieves
In this third installment to this thrilling series for young adults, four teenagers are given special powers and transformed
into half-vampires and shapeshifters in order to fight the Night People and their plot to destroy the human world. Original.

Night World #3
Set in the late 19th century, the novel recounts the adventures of Anne Shirley, an 11-year-old orphan girl, who is
mistakenly sent to two middle-aged siblings, Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert, who had originally intended to adopt a boy to
help them on their farm in the fictional town of Avonlea on Prince Edward Island, Canada

Raising Dragons
New Song, Second Verse Gerrit and Joan discovered the beauty of second chances when they fell in love. But life isn’t
“happily ever after” when the widowed dairy farmer and big-city piano teacher get married. When they move to Chicago to
pursue a teaching opportunity for Joan, Gerrit the country boy must find new purpose in an unfamiliar urban world. It’s not
an easy change for him, but his friendship with Zhao, a visiting Chinese musician, begins to give him new purpose.
Meanwhile, Joan tries to accept her husband for who he is, even as she struggles to find her place as a music professor in
this clash between small-town values and big-city ways. In this poignant sequel to The Duet, Joan and Gerrit redefine the
meaning of love and home as they learn painful new lessons about mutual sacrifice.

The Prophecy of Three
Magic, danger, and adventure abound for messenger Karigan G'ladheon in author Kristen Britain's New York Timesbestselling Green Rider fantasy series • "First-rate fantasy." —Library Journal On her long journey home from school after a
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fight that will surely lead to her expulsion, Karigan G'ladheon ponders her uncertain future. As she trudges through the
immense Green Cloak forest, her thoughts are interrupted by the clattering of hooves, as a galloping horse bursts from the
woods. The rider is slumped over his mount's neck, impaled by two black-shafted arrows. As the young man lies dying on
the road, he tells Karigan he is a Green Rider, one of the legendary messengers of the king of Sacoridia. Before he dies, he
begs Karigan to deliver the “life and death” message he bears to King Zachary. When she reluctantly he agrees, he makes
her swear on his sword to complete his mission, whispering with his dying breath, "Beware the shadow man". Taking on the
golden-winged horse brooch that is the symbol of the Green Riders, Karigan is swept into a world of deadly danger and
complex magic, her life forever changed. Compelled by forces she cannot understand, Karigan is accompanied by the silent
specter of the fallen messenger and hounded by dark beings bent on seeing that the message, and its reluctant carrier,
never reach their destination.

The Door Within
Trapped in an evil spell… can the knights of Paladin be rescued? Before vowing his allegiance to Wulder as a knight, Bardon
heads to the mountains for solitude. His life is suddenly complicated by a woman and her granddaughter, N’Rae, on a
mission to rescue the woman’s son trapped in a chamber of sleep. Bardon learns that more of Paladin’s knights are
imprisoned–and suspects one of them is Dragon Keeper Kale’s missing father. The secret is in their hands–and hearts. The
band travels north, uncertain of their destination and encountering numerous perils. When they unlock the chamber, they
discover a dozen knights–who cannot be awakened. The journal holding the secret to rousing them is in an unknown
language. How can they find the help they need, and overcome even graver obstacles, to rescue the knights? Return to the
land of dragons and magic you discovered in Dragonspell and DragonQuest, in this finely crafted and memorable work of
fantasy fiction with a core of eternal truth. From the Trade Paperback edition.

A World Without You
Passion burns hot in Dragonfire, the next Dark Kings novel from New York Times bestseller Donna Grant. It was a soul-deep
longing, one that got into his bones and settled there, sending whispers of desire through him. The need, the hunger, grew
tenfold with every breath. . . . As a Dragon King, Roman is sworn to protect all mortals—even though they no longer believe
in dragons. But deep in the Carpathian Mountains, he discovers a beautiful and mysterious gypsy who possesses the power
to see into his very soul. To reignite the fire in his heart. And to help him find the long-lost sword that could save the
dragons forever Sabina remembers the stories her grandmother told her. Legends of dragons and kings, fire and ice. And
she’s never forgotten the dark prophecy that filled her ancestors with fear—a fate they tried to prevent by stealing a
Dragon King’s sword. Sabina knows that helping Roman is dangerous. He is a dragon betrayed, and more powerful than any
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man. He could destroy her in a single fiery embrace. But how can she resist the longing in his eyes—or the feelings in her
heart—when their destinies are bound by desire? Praise for the Dark Kings series: “Provocative [and] sizzling.” —RT Book
Reviews (4 stars) “A must-read.” —Night Owl Reviews

Dragonkeeper
The fantastic land of Amara is recovering from years of war inflicted on its citizens by outside forces–as well as from the
spiritual apathy corroding the Amarans’ hearts. With Kale and her father serving as dragon keepers for Paladin, the dragon
populace has exploded. It’s a peaceful, exciting time of rebuilding. And yet, an insidious, unseen evil lurks just beneath the
surface of the idyllic countryside. Truth has never been more important, nor so difficult to discern. As Kale and her father
are busy hatching, bonding, and releasing the younger generation of dragons as helpers throughout the kingdom, the light
wizard has little time to develop her skills. Her husband, Sir Bardon–despite physical limitations resulting from his bout with
the stakes disease–has become a leader, serving on the governing board under Paladin. When Kale and Bardon set aside
their daily responsibilities to join meech dragons Regidor and Gilda on a quest to find a hidden meech colony, they
encounter sinister forces. Their world is under attack by a secret enemy… can they overcome the ominous peril they can’t
even see? Prepare to experience breathtaking adventure and mind-blowing fantasy as never before in this dazzling,
beautifully-crafted conclusion to Donita K. Paul’s popular DragonKeeper Chronicles fantasy series. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Firestorm Forever
An international bestseller, Across the Nightingale Floor is the first book in the Tales of the Otori series by Lian Hearn. Don't
miss the related series, The Tale of Shikanoko. In his black-walled fortress at Inuyama, the warlord Iida Sadamu surveys his
famous nightingale floor. Constructed with exquisite skill, it sings at the tread of each human foot. No assassin can cross it
unheard. The youth Takeo has been brought up in a remote mountain village among the Hidden, a reclusive and spiritual
people who have taught him only the ways of peace. But unbeknownst to him, his father was a celebrated assassin and a
member of the Tribe, an ancient network of families with extraordinary, preternatural skills. When Takeo's village is
pillaged, he is rescued and adopted by the mysterious Lord Otori Shigeru. Under the tutelage of Shigeru, he learns that he
too possesses the skills of the Tribe. And, with this knowledge, he embarks on a journey that will lead him across the famed
nightingale floor—and to his own unimaginable destiny From the Trade Paperback edition.

DragonLight
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Are you ready to take to the skies? Then welcome to Angelic Airlines! Come join the adventures of Captain Frankie and the
Angelic Airlines flying angel as they travel across the world to some of the most popular, entertaining, and educational
places in the world. Captain Frankie is waiting for you to book your ticket, safely stow your bags, and open your eyes to the
beautiful places created for all of us to visit in My First Travel Book.

The Rise of the Wyrm Lord
Three years of strife have passed since Kale and Bardon freed Paladin’s knights. Now, fiery dragons scorch their beautiful
countryside as an evil husband-and-wife wizard duo battle one another for supremacy. The people of Amara just want to be
left alone, hoping the conflict with disappear. But Paladin is dying, and Bardon and Kale–now married–must accept fateful
assignments if their land is to survive. Will their efforts turn the tide against their adversaries? They face a deadly
threat–and a challenging choice. Kale’s responsibility is to find, hatch, and train an army of dragons, and she tackles the
daunting task–until she is shocked by a betrayal. As the Amaran countrymen seek escape, she must search for her
husband, family, and friends while organizing an underground movement to weaken the enemy. But when the end draws
near, Kale must choose between two dismal destinies. Prepare to experience breathtaking adventure and mind-blowing
fantasy as never before in this stunning addition to Donita K. Paul’s popular Dragon Keepers fantasy series. From the Trade
Paperback edition.

Dragonfire
One Dragon Egg Holds the Key to the Future. When Kale, a slave girl, finds a dragon egg, she is given the unexpected
opportunity to become a servant to Paladin. But on her way to The Hall, where she was to be trained, Kale runs into danger.
Rescued by a small band of Paladin’s servants, Kale is turned from her destination. Feeling afraid and unprepared, Kale
embarks on a perilous quest to find the meech dragon egg stolen by the foul Wizard Risto. But their journey is threatened
when a key member of the party is captured, leaving the remaining companions to find the Wizard Fenworth, attempt an
impossible rescue, and recover the egg--whose true value they have not begun to suspect. Weaving together memorable
characters, daring adventure, and a core of eternal truth, Dragonspell--the first book in the Dragon Keepers Chronicles--is a
finely crafted and welcome addition to the corpus of fantasy fiction.

DragonSpell
A New Quest Begins in the sequel to DragonSpell A dragonkeeper of Paladin, Kale is summoned from the Hall to The Bogs
by the Wizard Fenworth to serve as his apprentice and tend his newly hatched meech dragon, Regidor. But Kale isn’t going
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alone. The Hall is sending a student to monitor her performance and report back to the scholars. Worst of all, it’s Bardon–
an older boy Kale finds irritating, but who at least can hold his own in a sword fight. New Friendships Are Forged Meanwhile,
the Wizard Risto has seized another meech dragon, bringing him dangerously close to gaining the power he seeks. So with
only a motley band of companions, Kale sets out on a desperate quest to rescue the second meech, to free those dragons
already enslaved, and to thwart Risto’s devious plans. It’s up to Kale to lead the search and to embrace the role that’s
rightfully hers. But will her efforts be enough to save the land of Amara from the dark future that awaits at Risto’s hands?

Hex
Fans of both Percy Jackson and Indiana Jones will be captivated by the lost civilizations, ancient secrets, and buried treasure
found in the second book of the Ashtown Burials series, action-packed adventure by N. D. Wilson, the author of Leepike
Ridge and the 100 Cupboards trilogy. It's been almost a year since Cyrus and Antigone Smith earned their places as
Journeymen at Ashtown, home of an ancient order of explorers that has long guarded the world's secrets and treasures.
While their studies go well, Cy and Tigs are not well liked since losing the Dragon's Tooth to the nefarious Dr. Phoenix. The
Tooth is the only object in the world capable of killing the long-lived transmortals, and Phoenix has been tracking them
down one-by-one, and murdering them. The surviving transmortals, led by legendary warrior Gilgamesh of Uruk, descend
on Ashtown in force, demanding justice. Cy and Tigs find themselves on the run in a desperate search to locate Phoenix and
regain the Tooth. In the process, they uncover an evil even more dangerous than Phoenix, one that has been waiting for
centuries to emerge.

First Rider's Call
Cantor D’Ahma waited his whole life for this day. Born with a gift to jump between worlds, the young realm walker is finally
ready to leave his elderly mentor and accept his role as protector and defender of the realms. But mere hours after he
steps through his first portal, Cantor discovers that his job will be more dangerous and difficult than he ever imagined. The
realms are plagued with crime and cruelty, and even members of the once-noble Realm Walkers Guild can no longer be
trusted. To make matters worse, his first assignment—finding a dragon to assist him on his quest—has led him to Bridger,
who is clearly inept and won’t leave him alone. With the help of his new friends Bixby and Dukmee, Cantor must uncover
the secrets of the corrupt guild before they become too powerful to be stopped. But his skills aren’t progressing as fast as
he would like, and as he finds himself deeper and deeper in the guild’s layers of deceit, Cantor struggles to determine
where his true allegiance lies.

Dragons of the Deep
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Before DragonSpell, on a different continent and a different time, a young emerlindian’s desperate decision threatens to
disrupt the foundation of the world. Tipper has been caring for her family’s estate for years now, ever since her father
disappeared, making a living by selling off his famous artwork. Then she learns that three statues she sold were carved
from an ancient foundation stone, and the fabric of her reality is crumbling. She must free her father and save the world.
But she can’t do it alone. Her ragtag band of adventurers includes Beccaroon, a giant parrot; Bealomondore, an aristocratic
young artist; a handsome dragonkeeper prince; the Wizard Fenworth; and the tumanhofer librarian Librettowit. Together
they travel through valleys and kingdoms and consort with purveyors of good and agents of evil to find and reunite the
missing statues. Will they learn to rely on Wulder’s grace and guidance along the way? Previously released as The
Vanishing Sculptor From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Drowned Vault (Ashtown Burials #2)
Ancient China, Han Dynasty. Ping thinks she is safe hiding in the shadow of the Tai Shan mountains. Here she struggles to
care for Kai, the baby dragon she is responsible for. But even in her remote mountain hideout, Ping's enemies find her. It is
Kai they want. Who can Ping trust? It is impossible to distinguish friend from foe. The easy road beckons. Will they find
sanctuary in the Garden of the Purple Dragon? Will Ping embrace her true destiny?

One Realm Beyond
'The most captivating children’s book I’ve seen so far this year,' Amanda Craig, The Times Ping is a slave in a little-used
royal palace on the edge of the Emperor’s kingdom. Her tyrannic master is a cruel drunk who neglects his duties as Imperial
Dragonkeeper and under his watch the Emperor’s dragons have dwindled from a magnificent dozen to a miserable two.
When one dragon dies, only the ancient and wise Long Danzi remains. His fate seems sealed – until Ping comes to his
rescue in a moment of startling bravery that reveals her destiny as a Dragonkeeper. Pursued by the Emperor’s forces and
an evil dragon hunter, Ping, Danzi, and a rat called Hua, set off on a remarkable journey across the kingdom. Bound for the
Ocean, they carry a mesmerising, beautiful dragon stone that must be protected at any cost. Surviving dangers of all kinds
– a shape-shifting necromancer, and a ritual sacrifice among them – the trio finally arrive at Ocean, Danzi’s final place of
rest. But as her dragon-friend leaves Ping forever, the dragon stone reveals its spectacular secret

Eragon and Eldest Omnibus
A boy learns of his dragon past; a girl has known of hers for years. They combine their faith, courage and love to overcome
an evil slayer who seeks to bring an end to dragon heritage forever. Billy feels betrayed and his parents learn that they've
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kept their secret for too long. Bonnie, an orphan, tries to find a home and someone to love her, while feeling insecure
because of a body feature she calls a deformity.

DragonFire
In the third and final novel in bestselling author Donita K. Paul s Realm Walkers series, Cantor, Bixby, and Dukmee fight to
bring down the corrupted guild once and for all, but their mission is complicated when the feared Errd Tos finds a way to
extract realm walkers powers and create a dangerous army meant to take over all nine realms."

Billy the Kid and the Vampyres of Vegas
Brave young dragon Firedrake and his orphan friend Ben start a perilous journey to the legendary Rim of Heaven. But close
behind is a heartless monster who aches to destroy the very last dragons on earth

The Dragon and the Turtle
What would you do to bring back someone you love? After the unexpected loss of his girlfriend, a boy suffering from
delusions believes he can travel through time to save her in this gripping new novel from New York Times bestselling author
Beth Revis. "A story that’s both heartbreaking and hopeful." —Publishers Weekly, starred review “Revis’s account of grief,
loss, first love, and anguish, presented through a lens of mental illness, is a must-read.” —VOYA, starred review “A
heartrending, beautifully complex look at mental illness, life, and loss. I tore through the pages, and, days later, this story
still has a hold on me.” —Alexandra Bracken, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Darkest Minds series and
Passenger Seventeen-year-old Bo has always had delusions that he can travel through time. When he was ten, Bo claimed
to have witnessed the Titanic hit an iceberg, and at fifteen, he found himself on a Civil War battlefield, horrified by the
bodies surrounding him. So when his concerned parents send him to a school for troubled youth, Bo assumes he knows the
truth: that he’s actually attending Berkshire Academy, a school for kids who, like Bo, have "superpowers." At Berkshire, Bo
falls in love with Sofia, a quiet girl with a tragic past and the superpower of invisibility. Sofia helps Bo open up in a way he
never has before. In turn, Bo provides comfort to Sofia, who lost her mother and two sisters at a very young age. But even
the strength of their love isn’t enough to help Sofia escape her deep depression. After she commits suicide, Bo is convinced
that she's not actually dead. He believes that she's stuck somewhere in time — that he somehow left her in the past, and
now it's his job to save her. Not since Ned Vizzini’s It’s Kind of a Funny Story has there been such a heartrending depiction
of mental illness. In her first contemporary novel, Beth Revis guides readers through the mind of a young man struggling to
process his grief as he fights his way through his delusions. As Bo becomes more and more determined to save Sofia, he
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has to decide whether to face his demons head-on, or succumb to a psychosis that will let him be with the girl he loves.

DragonKnight
Nicholas Flamel appeared in J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter—but did you know he really lived? And he might still be alive today!
Discover the truth in Michael Scott’s New York Times bestselling series the Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel with
Billy the Kid and the Vampyres of Vegas, an ebook original. Years before Sophie and Josh Newman met Nicholas Flamel, two
legendary warriors fought together for the first time. Billy the Kid and Scathach the Shadow. Now that lost story can be told
. . . Billy the Kid is immortal. And being immortal means following unpredictable paths. With this exclusive eBook, Michael
Scott offers readers a never-before-seen short story from the world of the bestselling series the Secrets of the Immortal
Nicholas Flamel: the tale of how Billy the Kid and Scathach meet for the first time and join forces against the unseen, deadly
and eternally hungry vampyres who control the city of Las Vegas—where Scathach must face her greatest fear. “Fans of
adventure fantasies like Rick Riordan’s Percy Jackson and the Olympians series will eat this one up.” —VOYA Read the
whole series! The Alchemyst The Magician The Sorceress The Necromancer The Warlock The Enchantress

The Vanishing Sculptor
This flame will burn for all time… Three key firestorms mark the culmination of the Dragon’s Tail Wars, pitting the dragon
shifters known as the Pyr against the evil Slayers. The Slayers have struck a blow against mankind, in bringing a pestilence
from the ancient world, which is spreading like wildfire. Sloane Forbes, the Apothecary of the Pyr, knows it is his duty to find
the cure, but the solution is elusive, his beautiful neighbor is distracting, and time is running out. In moving to a remote
farm in the California hills, Samantha Wilcox has left her demanding career behind by choice and on principle. It’s too
painful to remember her own failures as both mother and physician, and not a point of pride that she fell short of the
measure, so she’s determined to start fresh. She’s going to live differently, following her instincts and savoring life’s
pleasures—like the hot sex with no commitment offered by her mysterious neighbor. Sloane Forbes is no more of an herb
farmer than she is a tarot card reader, but Samantha is determined to keep their illusions intact—at least until she
discovers that Sloane’s one of the Pyr, the dragon shifters responsible for the epidemic that stole her son’s life. As Slayers
and Pyr gather for the final battle, can Samantha and Sloane work together to save the world and build themselves—and
their respective kinds—a future? *** The Dragonfire Series of Paranormal Romances Each Dragonfire Novel is a complete
romance, but you would probably prefer to read them in order to follow the story of the Dragon's Tail Wars, the final battle
for supremacy between the Pyr and the evil Slayers. The series is complete with fourteen stories. 1. Kiss of Fire (Quinn and
Sara) 2. Kiss of Fury (Donovan and Alex) 3. Kiss of Fate (Erik and Eileen) 4. Winter Kiss (Delaney and Ginger) 5. Harmonia's
Kiss (a short story about the Dragon's Tooth Warriors) 6. Whisper Kiss (Niall and Rox) 7. Darkfire Kiss (Rafferty and Melissa)
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8. Flashfire (Lorenzo and Cassie) 9. Ember's Kiss (Brandon and Liz) 10. Kiss of Danger (a Dragon Legion novella featuring
Alexander and Katina) 11. Kiss of Darkness (a Dragon Legion novella featuring Damien and Petra) 12. Kiss of Destiny (a
Dragon Legion novella featuring Thad and Aura) 13. Serpent's Kiss (Thorolf and Chandra) 14. Firestorm Forever (Sloane and
Sam, plus Drake and Veronica, and Marcus and Jac. Yes, this book has THREE firestorms and is the big finish.) The three
Dragon Legion novellas are also available in a bundle called The Dragon Legion Collection. There is a world guide in the
works called Here Be Dragons: A Dragonfire Companion. *** Keywords: dragon, dragon shifter romance, destined mate,
action adventure, urban fantasy romance, dragonfire, romantic comedy, destined lovers, witch, doctor, plague, virus,
apothecary, healer, time travel, huntress, Australia, Macchu Pichu, California, military hero, warrior, Sherrilyn Kenyon,
Donna Grant, Thea Harrison, Jennifer Ashley, Christine Feehan, Lara Adrian, G. A. Aiken

Two Tickets to the Christmas Ball
Once you’ve seen, you can’t unsee. Brielle went to the city to chase her dreams and found tragedy instead. She’s come
home to shabby little Stratus, Oregon, to live with her grief and her guilt . . . and an incredible, numbing cold she can’t
seem to shake. Jake’s the new guy at school. The boy next door with burning hands and an unbelievable gift that targets
him for corruption. Something more than fate has brought them together. An evil bigger than both of them lurks in the
shadows nearby, hiding in plain sight. Two angels stand guard, unsure what’s going to happen. And a beauty brighter than
either Brielle or Jake has ever seen is calling them to join the battle in a realm where all human choices begin. A realm that
only angels and demons—and Brielle—can perceive.

Angel Eyes
When a young, pirate-playing turtle named Roger becomes lost, a small, bug-eating dragon named Padraig helps him find
his way home. Includes a Bible verse about friendship.

Dragons of the Valley
Both Ellie and Bealomondore's plans are thwarted when they find themselves lost in an isolated city. As they discern the
needs of a group of wild children and a very old man, clues began to surface and a bigger picture is revealed.

Two Renegade Realms
Presents information on sea creatures that lived in prehistoric times, compares them to their modern-day descendents, and
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gives theories on how they lived and died.

Dragons of the Watch
ERAGON When Eragon finds a polished stone in the forest, he thinks it is a lucky discovery - perhaps it will buy his family
meat for the winter. But when the stone becomes a dragon hatchling, Eragon soon realizes he has stumbled upon a legacy
nearly as old as the Empire itself. Overnight his simple life is shattered and he is thrust into a perilous new world of destiny,
magic and power. With only an ancient sword and the advice of an old storyteller for guidance, can Eragon take up the
mantle of the legendary Dragon Riders? ELDEST Eragon and his dragon, Saphira, have just saved the rebel state from
destruction by the mighty forces of King Galbatorix, cruel ruler of the Empire. Now Eragon must travel to Ellesméra, land of
the elves, for further training in magic and swordsmanship, the vital skills of the Dragon Rider. It is the journey of a lifetime,
filled with awe-inspiring new places and people, each day a fresh adventure. But chaos and betrayal plague him at every
turn, and as his cousin Roran fights a new battle back home in Carvahall, Eragon is put in even graver danger. . .

The Recital
Tipper, a young emerlindian who's responsible for the upkeep of her family's estate during her sculptor father's absence,
discovers that her actions have unbalanced the whole foundation of her world, and she must act quickly to undo the
calamitous threat. With the help of some unlikely companions -- including the nearly five-foot tall parrot, Beccaroon, and
the miraculous Wulder -- she sets out to save her father and her world.

My First Travel Book
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Raven Boys, a mesmerizing story of dreams and desires, death and
destiny. The dreamers walk among us . . . and so do the dreamed. Those who dream cannot stop dreaming - they can only
try to control it. Those who are dreamed cannot have their own lives - they will sleep forever if their dreamers die. And then
there are those who are drawn to the dreamers. To use them. To trap them. To kill them before their dreams destroy us all.
Ronan Lynch is a dreamer. He can pull both curiosities and catastrophes out of his dreams and into his compromised
reality. Jordan Hennessy is a thief. The closer she comes to the dream object she is after, the more inextricably she
becomes tied to it. Carmen Farooq-Lane is a hunter. Her brother was a dreamer . . . and a killer. She has seen what
dreaming can do to a person. And she has seen the damage that dreamers can do. But that is nothing compared to the
destruction that is about to be unleashed. . . .
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Garden of the Purple Dragon
Three ancient scrolls beckon high school student Aidan Thomas to enter a realm of knights, kings, and unusual creatures,
but he must rely on instinct and his latent athletic ability to deal with the terror, tempest, and treason in this new world.
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